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Natural Bridge Caverns, phoo by David Foster

show them to thousands of people
and not see degradation over time.

I

just returned from the International Show Caves Association
Convention in Texas, a meeting of
cave operators from around the world.
I love how passionate many of these
cave operators are about protecting
and conserving the show caves that
serve as their bread & butter.
One of the caves we visited was
Natural Bridge Caverns near San
Antonio. I first saw that cave more
than 30 years ago at a National Cave
Symposium in New Braunfels. They
were just in the process of opening
their new Hidden Passages Tour,
a highly decorated cave near the

original Natural Bridge Caverns. I
remembering the cave owners telling
me how important it was for them
to open the cave but at the same
time protect the delicate and fragile
formations.
On my recent visit, I was impressed
that the thousands of stalactites,
stalagmites and other mineral
deposits in this tour appeared to
me to be as well preserved as when
the cave was first being opened up
decades ago. This is a testament
to good stewardship and cave
management. Caves have a very low
carrying capacity and it is difficult to

At the same time, we are seeing
unprecedented challenges to caves
all across the United States which
make our conservation efforts more
vital every year. Recently we got news
that a rock quarry in West Virginia
had acquired Seneca Caverns and
would be mining the cave away.
Several show caves have experienced
problems with water pollution and
also with flooding from urbanization
over the last few years. It’s a reminder
that not too many years ago, ACCA’s
Hidden River Cave was in a constant
battle to stop sewage from being
injected into our cave river.
We want to keep on fighting for
cave conservation and serving as
a national voice for these hidden
natural treasures. That is why your
continued support is so critically
needed. At the same time, when
we see someone doing a good job,
we want to call attention to it. So,
hats off to the Wuest family for their
embrace of cave stewardship and
education at Natural Bridge Caverns!

David G. Foster, President/CEO

American Cave Museum Finalist
Kentucky Living Magazine’s Best in Kentucky 2022
We’re so pleased that the American Cave Museum was voted as one of
the finalists for Kentucky Living Magazine’s Best Museum in Kentucky. The
magazine has the largest circulation in the state with about one million
readers. This is truly an honor.

CRF pushes resurvey at MCKC’s Moore Cave System
Endangered sculpin protected, stray dog rescued from cave

Gary Gibula
Staff Reporter
by

A

partnership between the
Cave Research Foundation
(CRF) and the Missouri
Caves and Karst Conservancy
(MCKC) is behind current efforts
to resurvey Missouri’s secondlongest cave system, find its possible
connection with a nearby cave and
preserve an endangered species of
sculpin fish.
A project weekend in August also
ended with the unexpected result of
cavers rescuing a dog that likely had
fallen into a shallow pit entrance of
the cave and been missing for over
two months.

pretty sure there’s a fifth, but it was
completely underwater the last time
I was there,” said Chad McCain.
McCain is a member of the Southeast Missouri Grotto (SEMO) and
the CRF caver and cartographer who
recently assumed leadership of the
Moore Cave System survey project.
“Scott House deserves credit for the
remapping of Berome, beginning

when the MCKC bought the
entrance in 2009,” McCain said.
“He ran the project for six years
until asking if I’d like to take over
the cartography. Little did I know,
that also meant I had to run all the
survey trips and expeditions. It was a
lot of work.”
Currently measuring 24.57 miles,
the Moore system is second only to
Crevice Cave.

Berome Moore Cave was first
discovered in 1961 in a Perry County,
Missouri, sinkhole following a trip to
nearby Tom Moore Cave.
Since then, the two caves have
been linked via four different
underground connections,“and I’m
Top: Mapping in Berome, Right: Cody and
Mark Brooks mapping in the Maze section
of Berome Moore Cave. (Photos courtesy of
Chad McCain)
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“The entrances to both of them are
just 800-feet apart,” McCain said.“I
recently did a bolt climb in Crevice
that added 200 feet to the map. It’s
now 31.17 miles long.”
With over 7,000 documented caves,
some officials are partial to “The
Cave State” being a secondary
Missouri state motto to its more
commonly known moniker as the
Show-Me State.
According to the Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC), nearly
10-percent of those caves are located
in Perry County, in the far southeast
portion of the state.
The Moore system lies just outside
county seat Perryville, a city of 8,555
that calls itself “the karst capitol of
the world.” In addition to nearby
caves including Crevice, Moore and
two others that exceed 14 miles,
passages also lie directly beneath the
paved city streets.
Perryville actively maintains about
300 sinkholes and basins, many of
which have been converted to small
city parks that drain rainwater and
otherwise serve as green space for
residents.
The stakes changed with the
discovery of a small bottomdwelling fish in Perryville area cave
streams. The Grotto sculpin (Cottus
specus), profiled on page 2, was
found to be affected when fish dieoffs were noticed in the last decade.
Officials scrutinized water quality and
found low levels of dissolved oxygen
and high phosphorus, nitrates and
pH (‘potential hydrogen’ or acidity)
with concentrations of a weed killer
called Atrazine.

Following negotiations with federal
authorities, the county adopted a
Community Conservation Plan that
gradually restored water quality.
The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
currently lists the Grotto sculpin as
one of three endangered fishes in
Missouri. The other two include the
Topeka shiner (Notropis topeka) and
the Pallid surgeon (Scaphirhynchus
albus).

entrance. We knew it would end up
being bulldozed shut or turned into
a standpipe if we didn’t save it.”
The additional entrance tract to
the Moore system is composed
of two acres, purchased this past
summer, McCain said, with funding
contributed by MDC, CRF, the
National Speleological Society
(NSS), the L-A-D Foundation and
MCKC.

Three other Missouri
fishes are designated
‘threatened’ species,
including the Neosho
madtom (Noturus
placidus), Niangua darter
(Etheostoma nianguae)
and Ozark cavefish
(Amblyopsis rosae).
“We notice and count
Grotto sculpins on every
cave trip in the Moore
system,” McCain said.
“Because the watershed
there is a critical habitat,
that’s why we put
together an effort to
purchase the Pot of Gold

Top: Dive support team heading to the sump on Aug. 6. Right: Map of
Berome Moore Cave (Photo and map courtesy of Chad McCain)
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“It was one of the kids going
through who yelled back, ‘hey dad,
there’s a dog in the cave!’”
That’s when the world’s attention
fell on two reluctant cavers, Rick
Haley and Gerry Keene, who ended
up successfully extracting the
stranded animal.
Haley is a member of the NSS, CRF
and the Meramec Valley and Middle
Mississippi Valley Grottos.
Group photo of the 19 individuals who composed two survey groups and a dive team in
Berome Moore Cave on Aug. 6. Chad McCain is far right. (Photo courtesy of Chad McCain)

“That entire plot now will be
returned to its natural state,” McCain
said.“Unnatural fill will be dug out
and hauled away, trees planted and
nature will take its course. Half of it
will be fenced off.”
The effort to resurvey the Moore
system came about because it was
discovered that many previous
mappers either logged inexact data
or never turned in their notes and
sketches.
“Since then, we’ve added well over
six miles of new cave to the map,”
McCain said.“I’m pretty sure that
we’ve now got all the data for any
tape that’s ever been pulled in that
cave. Last year, we mapped more
new cave than that which was
resurveyed.”
House and McCain noticed long
ago that Dorothy Taylor Cave, with
just over one mile of passage, lie
roughly 550 feet away from Berome.
That compelled them to contact cave
diver Mike Young to see if the two
caves connected via a lower sump.
“Last fall, we took Mike to that
sump, which is located only
about two hours from the Berome
entrance,” McCain said.“However,
the last half-mile is all crawling—
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and the last quarter-mile of that
half-mile is all belly crawl.”
McCain said Young laid 570 feet of
dive line that day but did not find
the connection.
“Mike was running low on air and
getting to the point of using his
emergency supply, so at that point a
diver turns around and heads out,”
McCain said.“And that’s what he did.
“For the August 6 weekend, we had
37 people at the cave and 19 of us
were on the dive team.”
Despite the extra help hauling and
pushing oxygen tanks through the
belly crawl, the connection attempt
again was unsuccessful.

“The attention was overwhelming,”
Haley said.“But I did what any other
caver would do—I was just there
at the time when we were needed.
I was coming out of Berome when
Gerry and the local assistant fire
chief came up and told me we had
to do a dog cave rescue.”
After verifying the claim of the
stranded dog, Keene went door to
door in the neighborhood with a
cellphone photo. He soon located
the dog’s owner, Jeff Bohnert, a local
fireman, and summoned the fire
department.
Bohnert told Haley that Abby, a
14-year-old poodle-hound mix, had
been missing for 59 days–since June 9.

“This time, there was a mechanical
failure,” he said.“There will be a
third attempt, but not until probably
this winter or next spring.”
In addition to the dive team, the
permit group included two survey
teams in other sections of the cave
and another contingent familiarizing
themselves with a “through trip”
between entrances in advance of the
Fall MVOR campout that was to take
place the following month.
“That was a group of seven: three
adults and four kids,” McCain said.

A cellphone photo captured the moment
that rescuers came upon Abby, a poodlehound mix that apparently had fallen into a
shallow pit entrance of Berome Moore Cave
and been trapped there for two months.
(Photo courtesy of Christopher J. Gidley)
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“At that point, I said to her, ‘okay,
let’s get you out of here now.’”
Haley said the dog got up and took a
few steps but then abruptly stopped.
He had thought to bring with him
a small duffle bag lined with a
blanket.
“I put the duffle bag down and
opened it up,” he said.“She then
stepped right into it and sat down.
As we packaged her, Abby kind of
leaned against me because she could
feel my body heat.”
Gerry Keene (left) and Rick Haley holding
the duffle bag containing Abby, the poodlehound mix they rescued from Berome
Moore Cave on Aug. 6. (Photo courtesy of
Rick Haley)

Haley said he thought the dog
somehow knew he and Keene were
there to help.

“Jeff said Abby and a companion
dog had gotten loose that day from
their dog kennel,” Haley said.“The
companion dog later returned home
but Abby didn’t.”

“She totally cooperated and seemed
to surrender to being rescued,” Haley
said.“We moved slowly, picking her
up, setting her down, crawling a
little, moving the duffle forward. We
did this for about the next hour and
a half.”

Beyond the entrance passage,
Haley and Keene negotiated a tight
corkscrew and belly crawl to reach
the spot, 500 feet in, where Abby
was still lying.
“When I saw her, I was kind of
shocked,” Haley said.“She sat there,
balled up, raised her head but she
wouldn’t get up. I walked up to her
and it was horrible.”
With the dog having drank nothing
but cave water for two months,
Haley said it was obviously on the
brink of dying from starvation.
“I knelt down and said ‘you poor
thing, you’ve been here a long
time,’” he said.“’We’re going to take
care of you now.’”
A self-described animal lover, Haley
said he petted Abby on the head and
did a quick assessment to make sure
the dog had no other injuries.
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When they reached the end of the
corkscrew, the dog-laden duffle bag
was handed to the waiting assistant
fire chief.
“We got out of the cave and made
sure Abby remained in the duffle
bag so she wouldn’t run away,”
Haley said.“She was looking
around, presumably in the direction
of home, because she knew that’s
where food was. The fire chief
happened to offer her a little piece of
sausage and she just about took his
fingers off.”
Bohnert told the rescuers that he
was astonished and thought he’d
never see the dog again.
Six weeks later, he reported that
Abby was doing well in her recovery
from the ordeal.

“She’s back to running and jumping
around,” he said.“She still hasn’t
gained back all her muscle mass and
maybe she never will, at her age. She
used to be able to jump right up into
the truck but she’s not quite there
yet.”
Haley said he and Keene recreated
their experience one week later for a
media outlet that wanted to produce
a video of what the rescue entailed.
“At that time, we went further into
the cave and found a 100-foot belly
crawl where we started seeing dog
tracks,”Haley said.“We eventually
found a little 15-foot offset pit. Abby
likely was chasing a raccoon, fell
down that pit and could not get out.”
He surmised that the dog then
crawled into the cave, in total
darkness, and then just sat down.
“I’ve been on three rescues of
people, but this got way more
attention,” Haley said.“Gerry and I
decided that this is a ‘feel good’ story
that should be used to spread joy to
whoever wants to hear about it. This
is a time when we could really use
some good news in the world.”
Haley said he and Keene are feeling
‘reluctant notoriety,’ as scores of
news organizations picked up the
story about the rescue.
“People say you guys are heroes, but
I say, no I’m not,” Haley said.“The
perception is that you have to be
very brave to go into caves and that
they’re scary. But cavers know the
reality of the situation is that it’s just
not like that.”
The resurvey of the Moore system
will continue, with some 30,400 feet
still left to go, McCain said.
Continued on page 7
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Creature Feature:
The Grotto Sculpin
by

Lisa Powers/Froghaven Farm
Grotto Sculpin, Photo by Brad Probst / Missouri Department of Conservation

D

eep within the recesses of a cavern there lurks
a ferocious predator, deformed by millennia
spent within the bowels of Middle Earth.
Beady, almost non-existent eyes are useless in the
complete darkness. A huge, wide mouth engulfs any
living creature--including its own kind--that finds itself
unlucky enough to be within the vicinity of this hungry
carnivore that has the ability to sense without seeing.
The wide mouth is followed by an unproportionately
small, tapering, ghostly pale body.
Did I say Middle Earth? I meant Middle America. This
creature is not something from out of the fictional
depths of Mordor, but one that exists in an underground
stream system where conditions are harsh and survival is tenuous at best. This is the life of an odd little fish
called the Grotto sculpin (Cottus specus).
Classification: Sculpin--even the name is rather
strange! The origin of the name is Greek and means
‘kind of fish.’ (You might think the word ‘scorpion’ would
be related but, surprisingly, it isn’t!) They belong to the
Order: Scorpaeniformes and are ray-finned fishes (Actinopterygii.) They belong to the Superfamily: Cottoidea,
Family: Cottidae. There are approximately 275 species
of Cottids, as they are called, since there are fishes from
other taxa also called sculpins.
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Up until 2013, the Grotto sculpin (Cottus specus) was
thought to be a variety of the banded sculpin (Cottus
carolinae), but DNA analysis showed that it was different
enough to meet the criteria for a new species. It has two
other close relatives that are also cave-adapted species,
Ozark sculpin (C. hypselurus) and Knobfin sculpin (C.
immaculatus).
Habitat: Sculpins are small (most under 10-centimeters
long), bottom-dwelling fish with frog-like mouths and
have a wide distribution around the world. They can be
found in many different aquatic habitats including marine and freshwater. You may have encountered a marine
sculpin while exploring a shallow reef along the Pacific
Coast or disturbed a freshwater one while playing in a
stream. The Grotto sculpin is specially adapted to living
in the pristine subterranean streams and seeps found
in and around a cave network within a single drainage
basin, in a single county, in a single state. Talk about
custom-designed to fill a niche!
Adaptations: Adaptations include reducing or losing
some features and enhancing others that make it better suited for life in the dark. Eyes and pigmentation
do little to assist in finding prey and camouflaging. A
well-developed lateral line system that travels the length
of the body instead of a partial lateral line enhances the
ability of the fish to detect both prey and predators.
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Sculpins are exciting animals to study and we can learn
much from them in the area of evolutionary biology.

Moore Cave System, continued from page 5

Diet: So what does a fish eat in a cave? There are quite
a few other species adapted to life underground in a
stream, including other fish, crayfish, amphipods, isopods and other invertebrates.
Reproduction: Males make good fathers. They excavate a nest under a flat rock where he lures a receptive
female to deposit her eggs on the rock’s underside. The
male then stays with the eggs, guarding and protecting
them from other males and predators. It is believed that
hatchling fish then make their way to the surface at a
resurgence site to grow more quickly before returning
back to the harsh, dark underground.
Conservation Status and Threats: The Grotto sculpin is
an important environmental indicator species requiring
clean, unpolluted water. Since it occurs in such a small,
specialized habitat, it is important to preserve the land
and drainage system that empties into the caves where it
lives. Because of the limited distribution and potential for
extinction, this species is listed as Endangered.

Rick Haley with Abby, the dog he helped rescue from Berome
Moore Cave. (Photo courtesy of Rick Haley)

Some helpful definitions
Lateral Line: The lateral line is a sensory system that
allows fishes to detect weak water motions and pressure gradients. The lateral line of most fishes consists
of hundreds of superficial neuromasts spread over the
head, trunk and tail fin. In addition, many fish have neuromasts embedded in lateral line canals that open to the
environment through a series of pores.
https://bit.ly/3SzavZQ

“As for how many leads were passed up and how many
may still be left, who knows!” he said.

Resurgence: The point at which an underground
stream reaches the surface and becomes a surface
stream. https://bit.ly/3BOqT1U

Gary Gibula is a journalist who writes for the Chicago
Tribune, NSS News and other media. He also is founder and
chair of the NSS’ Sub-Urban Chicago Grotto, a longtime
ACCA partner and benefactor.

As for Abby the dog, Bohnert said he couldn’t be sure
whether his pet had learned her lesson to stay away
from cave pits.
“I don’t know about that,” he said.“Who knows—she’s
a dog.”

Support ACCA every time you shop at Amazon! When you
shop at smile.amazon.com, you will find the same Amazon
products with an added bonus that Amazon will donate a
portion of the price of eligible purchases to our nonprofit.
Grotto sculpin (Cottus specus) photographed in Berome Moore
Cave. (Photo courtesy of Chad McCain)
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Shop using our direct link: https://amzn.to/3koWcbV
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American Cave Conservation Association
P.O. Box 409
Horse Cave, KY 42749

Updated Fall Educational Programs
at Hidden River Cave!
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Hidden River Cave’s
Education Coordinator,
Annie Holt has spent
her summer writing and
designing new educational
programs focused upon caves,
karst and groundwater that
are now available at the cave
and museum.
Programs are grade-specific and
have been developed according
to the curriculum guidelines of
the State of Kentucky.

Educational programming can also be adjusted to meet
the needs of your specific group. Please contact Annie@
hiddenrivercave.com to discuss.
For additional details or to download the brochure,
please visit our website: https://hiddenrivercave.com
(click on “Teacher Info.)
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